Kathy C. Charmaz

1939–2020 1
As many of you know, Kathy Charmaz, longtime member and major contributor to SSSI in
numerous ways, died of cancer on July 26, 2020. She was very grateful to be able to die at
home with her husband Steve, friend Fran Bedingfeld, and home hospice caregivers by her side.
She was Professor Emerita of Sociology at Sonoma State University and former Director of its
Faculty Writing Program.
I will not attempt to carefully limn Kathy’s long and distinguished career here. An ambitious
and thoughtful invited article about Kathy’s legacies will appear in Symbolic Interaction in 2021.
Though I will mention major honors Kathy was awarded, I do not list them all as these too have
been detailed elsewhere. 2
What I will do is first give a brief sense of her early background including some key issues I
believe made a difference in her life, and then spend the bulk of this obituary on why and how I
think Kathy was a very late intellectual bloomer who contributed exceptionally powerfully to
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the interactionist tradition. I will argue that she became increasingly strong in her voice and
incisive in her ideas as she freed herself of constraints that were both external and internal and
flourished vividly as a scholar for the last twenty years of her life. 3 What I find most
extraordinary about this---that I had not realized until her death---is that this era of stunning
productivity and intellectual self-confidence happened from when she was sixty til she died at
eighty.
Early Years: 4
Kathy was born in Wisconsin to Robert and Lorraine Calkins but soon moved to Pennsylvania
where she spent her early life, following her father’s job opportunities as a civil engineer. While
growing up, she was exposed to chronic illness, disability, and economic instability in her family,
leading to her bachelors’ in fine arts and occupational therapy (OT).
Graduating from the University of Kansas in 1962, she followed her then fiancé to San
Francisco where she worked in OT for several years. She later noted,
I became interested in teaching occupational therapy students and one of my interests
was—as I saw the students as being very open, but not really knowing much about
ethnicity, race, income disparities—to tell them more about that. Not that I knew a lot,
but I was sensitive to those issues… (Charmaz & Keller 2016: para. 5).
Her new career plan allowed her to go to San Francisco State University for an MA in Sociology,
as there were no graduate training programs in OT then so other Masters degrees were
acceptable.
But instead she became a “sociologist by accident” (Charmaz 2012b: 52). At SF State, she fell
in love with social theory, including symbolic interactionism, received some qualitative training
(quite rare at that time), and did an ethnography of a rehab unit for her master’s thesis
(Charmaz 1969; see also Charmaz 2000b).
Kathy then became quite daring, given her past and future job prospects, and in 1968, she
entered the brand new Doctoral Program in Sociology at the University of California, San
Francisco (UCSF). She was a member of the first cohort in this new and highly innovative
program. Here is a quite snazzy picture of Kathy and that cohort!
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1ST UCSF Graduate Program in Sociology Cohort
From left: Kathy Calkins (Charmaz); rear: Patrick Biernacki, Robert Broadhead; middle row:
Betsy Robinson, Lynn Lofland; kneeling: Richard Rizzo 5
Kathy (2012b: 59) wrote that the Program “surpassed my hopes about what graduate school
could be,” and spent pages of her autobiography discussing it. She (2012b: 60) also wrote of
first meeting Anselm: “The conversation that Anselm and I began that Fall day in 1968
continued until the night before he died in 1996.”
Kathy penned the following account of this new Program for our recent co-authored article
on Anselm:
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In the 1940s, Chicago graduate students learned qualitative research through oral
traditions largely combining immersion in the field with individual mentoring. Strauss
had not found this approach helpful, and felt he lacked methodological grounding, so
addressed the problem head on….Through his work, what had been available only to an
elite few became widely accessible to diverse scholars…[T]he Doctoral Sociology
Program he founded at the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) in 1968 [helped
make] him a pioneer….Significantly, after his initial solo research efforts [which he did
not see as successful 6]….developing knowledge meant collaborative projects and
products. He participated in collaborative working groups for decades (e.g., Strauss et
al., 1964, 1985), and elaborated upon such approaches across his career (e.g., Wiener,
2007). He imparted major lessons in how to work collaboratively rather than
competitively, still a central feature of the unique doctoral program he created.
Strauss also elaborated upon this collaborative working group approach in UCSF’s
qualitative research training, which goes well beyond the typical single course
emphasizing data collection. Moreover, Strauss inverted the usual model of graduate
education, initially exposing students to extant theories and substantive findings, and
only later engaging in research. Instead, the program began with in-depth field research
and qualitative analysis, immediately teaching students how to theorize data from their
own empirical studies (Charmaz & Clarke 2019: 10-11, emphases added).
UCSF students soon became quite aware of how different their training and doctoral
experiences were. And I can attest that they remain distinctive if also changed. Typically, thanks
to extensive, still usually collaborative, research experiences usually involving publications, new
grads more closely resemble assistant professors at the end of step 1 progress.
Kathy received her PhD in 1973 with a dissertation on chronic illness which ultimately, with
considerable further research, became her still most famous medical sociology book, Good
Days, Bad Days: The Self in Chronic Illness and Time (Rutgers University Press, 1991). Building on
her ethnographic masters’ thesis, it centered on transformations of self engendered by
different chronic conditions, their limitations and affordances interpreted from an interactionist
perspective informed especially by Mead. 7 Kathy was especially entranced both by stories
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people told and the silences they maintained, researching and writing on disclosure and self in
chronic Illness for decades (e.g., Charmaz 2002; Vann-Ward, Morse, & Charmaz 2017), and
linking the power of stories to theorizing in social justice studies (Charmaz 2016). In 1992, Good
Days, Bad Days was awarded the Charles Horton Cooley Award from the Society for the Study
of Symbolic Interaction and the Distinguished Scholarship Award from the Pacific Sociological
Association.
A much less positive experience with Anselm happened when Kathy was leaving the
doctoral program. He suggested to her that as “she could not write—she may as well teach”
(wikipedia.org/wiki/Kathy_Charmaz). This critique had two major consequences in Kathy’s life.
First, without strong sponsorship and facing a challenging job market, she had to settle for
comparatively minor positions, ending up as Assistant Professor of Sociology at Sonoma State
College in 1973. She took this job in part to fulfill her agreement with her new husband Steve
Charmaz “to find a job within 50 miles of the [San Francisco] Bay Area” (Charmaz 2008: 171).
She remained at Sonoma for the rest of her career. That department had no graduate programs
or students and was for decades riven by major conflicts while it struggled for funding within a
state system under financial and scholarly siege. 8
In her brief autobiography (Charmaz 2012b: 63-67), Kathy described her years at Sonoma as
needing to be “survived,” with faculty layoffs and threats of more often hanging over the
campus. I too spent some years there and Kath did not exaggerate. It was a harrowing,
relentlessly challenging, and too often demeaning place to work.
Kathy and Steve bought a small home in Santa Rosa, and once her position became
permanent and tenure-track, she began moving up the career ladder, becoming Full Professor
by 1981, and Professor Emerita upon her retirement in 2016. At Sonoma State, she made
important contributions in sociology, social theory, gerontology, and research methods.
Kathy later related that “other people [too] said: ‘You've got to do something about your
writing!’ because I wrote like social scientists do, with passive verbs, prepositional phrases,”
etc. (Charmaz & Keller 2016: para. 30). Taking their and Anselm’s critiques to heart in a second
way, c1980 Kathy began working intensely on improving it, taking courses and seeking critiques
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until actually becoming an excellent writer and teacher and mentor of writing. She then created
professional development courses and workshops in writing for junior faculty researchers at
Sonoma State and for sociology grad students at UCSF and others nationally and
internationally.
Despite dwelling for most of her career in a department without graduate students, Kathy
became perhaps equally well known as among the most available and remarkable mentors
especially but not only in qualitative methods and medical sociology in the ASA, the Society for
the Study of Symbolic Interaction, the Pacific Sociological Association and far beyond. She
mentored others’ grad students and junior faculty internationally, appropriately winning
several outstanding mentorship awards.
I want to offer my own story of her sponsorship. While I was teaching at Sonoma in
Women’s Studies in the late 1970s, Kath (whom I had met earlier) invited me to spend one
night a week at her and Steve’s home as my commute was very long. Then, when I was
searching for a doctoral program in sociology, she not only loaned me Discovery of Grounded
Theory, but wrote me a letter of recommendation to the UCSF Program which offered just what
I sought---qualitative, medical, and women’s health. Once I began the Program, she organized a
writing group with Leigh Star, Anna Hazan, a Berkeley alum, me and herself---to support all our
publishing. Sustained and multi-faceted mentorship indeed!
Accomplishments and Recognition:
Kathy C. Charmaz was known and widely recognized internationally as an interpretive and
theoretically-oriented medical sociologist, as a pragmatist interactionist who wrote ambitiously
about the tradition, and as the scholar who developed and widely taught constructivist
grounded theory (CGT) as a method of interpretive qualitative inquiry. People flocked to the
many talks and workshops she offered in each of these areas each year all over the world.
Kathy served as Editor of Symbolic Interaction, President of the Society for the Study of
Symbolic Interaction, President of the Pacific Sociological Association, and served on the
Editorial Boards of 23 journals in qualitative inquiry and medical sociology. She published 14
books, 63 chapters, 33 articles, 16 encyclopedia entries, and over 30 book reviews, while very
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actively mentoring in the U.S. and internationally. She was a frequent invited guest professor at
universities in Australia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Austria, New Zealand,
and Japan.
Her many accomplishments were also widely recognized. Kathy received the Lifetime
Achievement Award in Qualitative Inquiry from the International Congress of Qualitative
Inquiry in 2018, and the Leo G. Reeder Award for Distinguished Contributions to Medical
Sociology from the Medical Sociology Section of the ASA, 2017. She won the George Herbert
Mead Lifetime Achievement Award from the Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction in
2006, made Distinguished Professor by Sonoma State University in 1998, and received several
outstanding mentorship awards, including from the Society for the Study of Symbolic
Interaction.
A Career in Late Bloom:
Throughout her career, from its earliest to its last days, Kathy’s pragmatist interactionism
informed and infused her work---from her sociology of health, illness and death, to social
psychology, to her constructivist grounded theory, and of course her work on interactionism
per se. Unlike many senior scholars, Kathy Charmaz’ productivity did not flag later in her 50
year career, it intensified. Even more amazing, the intellectual, especially philosophical depth of
her work continued to deepen. Kathy did not really hit her intellectual stride until the last two
decades of her life, from c2000-2020. She was c60 when this era began and 80 when it ended
with her death, definitely a late blooming in a long and productive career.
By the 1990s, Kathy noted “The postmodern critique of qualitative research had weakened
its legitimacy and narrative analysts criticized grounded theory methodology for fragmenting
participants’ stories. Hence, grounded theory methodology was beginning to be seen as a dated
methodology and some researchers advocated abandoning it” (Charmaz & Keller 2016: para.
38). Obviously, Kathy disagreed.
Circa 2000, building upon yet also challenging Straussian grounded theory, Kathy began a
new field of endeavor---developing constructivist grounded theory (CGT) which became the
second heart of her career and which she continued to refine for the rest of her life. In the
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years before Anselm’s death in 1996, she began formulating and applying a deep understanding
of the challenges posed by poststructuralisms and interpretivism not only to positivist
approaches to qualitative inquiry, but also to what she saw as partial and naïve constructionist
approaches (Charmaz 1995). She was, of course, mostly concerned with grounded theory but
also more broadly.
Significantly, elucidating these critiques while both Glaser and Strauss were alive indicated
Kathy’s willingness to question their ultimate authority and trust her own judgments. Barney’s
critiques of CGT were and continue to be searing, and she assuredly felt their sting, but
continued to remain in some degree of conversation with him. To my knowledge, Anselm
offered no critiques of her CGT, having increasingly moved towards explicit constructionism
himself (e.g., Strauss 1987). Had he lived, I suspect Anselm would have been supportive of CGT.
For example, he and I had one conversation about what became situational analysis a week or
two before he died, and he was excited by my ideas about bringing social worlds/arenas theory
together with aspects of GT.
I am reminded of the dedication page of Strauss and Corbin’s (1990, 1998) Basics books
which asserts, “‘If the artist does not perfect new vision in his process of doing, he acts
mechanically and repeats some old model fixed like a blueprint in his mind’—John Dewey, Art
as Experience, 1934, p. 50.” In response to Glaser’s (1992) adamant policing of GT, Strauss and
Corbin (1994:283) also noted that “no inventor has permanent possession of the invention—
certainly not even of its name—and furthermore we would not wish to do so.”
Next, this initial move of Kathy’s with her 1995 article was consolidated in her paper titled
“Grounded Theory: Objectivist and Constructivist Methods” (Charmaz 2000a) which began with
her detailed critiques of Glaserian objectivist GT. She then described her own distinctively
constructivist rather than constructionist position. To Kath at that time, constructionists were
inadequately reflexive, too often assuming others’ words and worlds were constructed but not
necessarily their own as well. Reflexivity was from the outset and remains fundamental to CGT.
Somewhere c2000-2002, Kathy and I had an important if not momentous phone call in the
history of our relationship. She wanted me to know that she planned to write her own book on
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CGT as she was worried that I was planning to do one as well. I took a deep breath and said I
was working on an extension of GT but that it was quite different from GT, and I did not think
we would be in any kind of direct GT competition with hers. I then published my first situational
analysis (SA) paper (Clarke 2003) and our differences were confirmed and clarified.
After this crucial and awkward but open conversation, we followed separate but quite
parallel paths in our development of new methods, each of us deeply respecting and
appreciating the innovations the other was making. From then on, we also began writing
collaboratively---on GT and SA as part of “The Second Generation of Grounded Theorists”
(Morse et al. 2009, 2021), co-editing a four volume SAGE Benchmark Series (Clarke & Charmaz
2014), for an encyclopedia (Clarke & Charmaz 2019), and about Anselm (Charmaz & Clarke
2019). Our collaborations were the smoothest, most seamless and trustworthy of my career.
From 2000 on, Kathy began distinguishing her constructivist approach from others’ in GT,
especially those of her primary GT teacher in grad school, Barney Glaser (Charmaz 2011b). In
their place, she posited the centrality of interactionist constructivist interpretive sociology in the
qualitative endeavor, including the centrality of her teacher Anselm Strauss’s own legacies in
GT (e.g., Charmaz 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009a; Clarke & Charmaz 2019). 9 As a deeply committed
interactionist, Kathy Charmaz was especially intrigued with the theoretical promise offered by
CGT, and she wrote and taught seminars about using CGT analytics in interpretive theorybuilding (e.g., Charmaz 2015).
But first and foremost, Kathy emphasized the need for deep reflexivity as integral to CGT,
requisite to provoke researchers to examine their taken-for-granted assumptions and hence
better understand the positions and perspectives of others (Charmaz 2016). She also called this
“developing methodological self-consciousness” and “reflexivity of a depth researchers may not
routinely undertake” (Charmaz 2017: 36). This deep reflexivity was, I believe, Kathy’s key
pathway for researchers toward grasping constructivism in practice, and she relentlessly
emphasized its import.
Kathy’s exemplars of good CGT vividly demonstrated how it was taken up across many
disciplinary boundaries and transnationally. For example, Linda Belgrave and Kathy (2014)
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wrote about “Studying Illness, Death, and Dying through Constructivist Grounded Theory”
illustrated with works by many other scholars. And in her last CGT paper (2021) “The Genesis,
Grounds, and Growth of Constructivist Grounded Theory," Kathy really wowed me, coming up
with fresh arguments and ideas and citing a slew of brand new works as exemplary of current
and future directions in CGT research. She found time to read, write and mentor by working day
and night, often seven days a week!
While Kathy’s CGT made explicit and implicit feminist assumptions (Charmaz 2006b,
2012a), it was the potential of CGT for critical inquiry generally and for social justice studies
specifically that were most important to Kathy across her last era of endeavor (e.g., Charmaz
2005, 2011a, 2016, 2017a,b, 2020a; Charmaz, Thornberg, & Kean 2018; Belgrave, Seide &
Charmaz 2021).
In this series of articles, not only did Charmaz present an ever deepening grasp of how CGT
can be used to further broadly critical and social justice goals, she also offered an incredible
level of specificity of precisely how CGT can be used in such research. For example, in “The
Power of Constructivist Grounded Theory for Critical Inquiry,” (Charmaz 2017a), Charmaz asks
‘How does pragmatist philosophy inform CGT?’ She then discusses early pragmatists’
commitments to social justice, but goes much further, specifying sixteen different ways in which
pragmatism and CGT are comparable vis-à-vis issues pertinent to social justice! Her responses
to the subsequent query ‘Why use CGT in critical inquiry?’ are equally specific (Charmaz 2017a:
37-40). Combining community-based participatory research with CGT is one such innovation
(e.g., Duckles, Moses & Moses 2019) and linking CGT with intersectionality theory is another
(e.g., Kassam et al. 2020).
Kathy’s last methods paper on social justice research and critical inquiry focused on the
public sphere and was titled, “’With Constructivist Grounded Theory You Can’t Hide’” (Charmaz
2020). For this, she innovatively sought out reflections on using CGT from four scholars who
had done so and read 40 CGT studies on research in the public sphere! She also spends pages
usefully detailing specific “methodological moves in CGT” that were especially useful! But most
of all this paper confirms the profound consequences and utility of the intensive reflexivity
Kathy built in to CGT to provoke researchers themselves.
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Kathy brought to these articles the very powerful sophistication and nimbleness that very
few except the creators of a method have of its capacities, affordances and the kinds of
analytical work different strategies within it can accomplish. When I read her earlier articles, I
was very impressed, but I have grown ever more awed over the years as she was able to further
elaborate and deepen the philosophical underpinnings and critical scope of CGT and, most of
all, specify new strategies for enhanced reflexivity and provide fresh examples.
CGT is today a major research method in qualitative inquiry internationally and across
disciplines and professions in both the social sciences and humanities. Charmaz published two
award winning editions of her Constructing Grounded Theory: A Practical Guide (Sage, 2006,
2014) translated into Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Turkish and Persian.
Charmaz also co-edited with Tony Bryant two very ambitious Handbooks of Grounded Theory
(Sage, 2007, 2019) involving scholars from many countries. Bryant (e.g., 2017) and others
sustain and strengthen Kathy’s CGT legacies.
Last but far from least, I want to discuss here Kathy’s many contributions to interactionism.
I noted above that interactionism pervaded all areas of her work, but she also focused directly
on it across her specialties of health and illness, and methods. One example is her lovely article
with Linda Belgrave (2015) on “George Herbert Mead: Meanings and Selves in Illness.” A major
one is the textbook in sociological social psychology by Kathy Charmaz, Scott Harris, and Leslie
Irvine (2019) The Social Self and Everyday Life: Understanding the World through Symbolic
Interactionism. As always, Kathy made sure this was a very accessible and lively text with lots of
interesting empirical research illustrations of the theoretical arguments.
Perhaps Kathy’s major direct writings about interactionism concern its futures, about which
she has written for many years. In her 2000 Presidential Address to the Pacific Sociological
Association, she noted that “The twenty-first century is a time to look back to the classics and
build on them, not ignore them,” and innovatively for SI raised the global economy and
capitalism, as well as the dominance of transnational corporations as issues of concern
(Charmaz 2000b: 534). In 2012, Kathy published on the “Multiple Futures of Symbolic
Interactionism: Time for the Past and the Future” (Charmaz 2012c: 15), also looking in both
directions and noting, “Rather than foreseeing a future for symbolic interactionism, I foresee
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multiple futures reflecting divergent paths of its development.” Where we have been will shape
where we go.
In 2020, Kathy returned to political economy concerns in “Experiencing Stigma and
Exclusion: The Influence of Neoliberal Perspectives, Practices, and Policies on Living with
Chronic Illness and Disability” (Charmaz 2020b). In this very important paper to her, she linked
the ways in which neoliberalism reconfigured processes of stigmatization so familiar in medical
sociology to differentially and disproportionately affect the poor and people of color in ways
that reinforced and deepened extant structural processes of stratification. Scambler (2018)
stunningly called this “weaponizing stigma.” Kathy could and did offer examples of how chronic
illness and disability joined race, class, gender, sexuality and other axes of exclusion within
contemporary neoliberal regimes internationally.
By the time her invitation to contribute to the new Routledge International Handbook of
Interactionism arrived, Kathy was already ill. I had said that it would be wonderful if she could
contribute and she invited Linda Belgrave and Kikie Seide to join her. Their collaboration
produced a very powerful paper I read just as I finished this obituary (Belgrave, Seide &
Charmaz 2021). It follows the arc of Kathy’s arguments in her social justice writings, linking the
potency of pragmatism’s progressive potentials to two research methods: CGT and SA. Both
have already demonstrated how their intentionally built-in capacities to do structural
interactionist research can be used toward “an expanded definition of symbolic interactionism.”
The goal is to generate more critical and social justice oriented research that addresses the key
issue of our day---racism. To that end, the article also calls for us to include W.E.B. DuBois in the
“dead white male” pragmatist pantheon whose precepts inform our projects, powerfully
rupturing its whiteness. A lovely quote summarizes the imbricatedness of theory and research
for interactionism (Belgrave, Seide & Charmaz 2021:405):
All of this said, we do not aim to reify theory. For pragmatists, “the value of theories or
beliefs rests on effective practical application” (Charmaz 2014: 263). Strauss ties this all
together: “If you do agree that research should address social issues – and not merely
arouse the appreciation of your disciplinary colleagues – then you will understand that a
theory of action ought to have research implications” (1993: 51).
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Kathy Charmaz 10

Endings and Beginnings:
While all these facts and figures about Kathy Charmaz are important, they do not convey
the care and concern, the sensitivity and thoughfulness with which she mentored so very many
of us, other faculty and students alike. Being a colleague and mentee were very blurred.
Reading and rereading our chapters, articles, and books, writing letter after letter on our
behalves for jobs, to get into graduate programs, nominating us for awards---she always said
yes. I suspect she died thinking of something she should do for yet someone else.
One of the great gifts I had from Kathy began early last summer when she called to ask if I
would make sure certain audiotapes of interviews with Herbert Blumer got deposited with
Anselm’s papers in the UCSF Library Archives. 11 They had been done by various members of her
cohort while they were all still in grad school at UCSF---likely in the very early 1970s! During the
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time of COVID, her husband Steve brought them to me on a chilly morning, and all bundled up
we had coffee on my deck.
Then she called to gently ask, although it was a time in both our lives of getting rid of
things, whether I would accept a small memento from her. I gladly said yes, knowing I would
treasure whatever it was. And Steve soon delivered a precious gift indeed. Kath then asked for
my help in obtaining addresses for other folks to whom she wished to send mementos and
thanks to Google I was able to do so.
Soon after, I was emailing with Norm Denzin and mentioned that Kathy was in home hospice
care. He emailed back and out of the blue offered to publish a Festschrift in her honor in
Studies in Symbolic Interaction. I was really thrilled about this and, as you can imagine, so was
Kath! Amazingly, she and I were able to plan this Festschrift together, making sure that all the
mentees she wanted to contribute were willing and able to do so along with many colleagues.
Kath of course regretted that there could not be an open invitation to contribute. At Kathy’s
request, Tony Bryant and Linda Liska Belgrave are serving as co-editors. Kath also expressed her
wishes about who would write the third edition of her Constructing Grounded Theory---Robert
Thornberg. He very happily agreed to do it and was approved by Jai Seaman of SAGE Press.
While none of us knew this at the time, all these momentous decisions were taken during
the week before Kathy died, on Sunday morning, July 26th, 2020.
Kathy Charmaz is survived by her husband Steve Charmaz, niece Michelle Harbeck,
grandniece Liz Peterson, nieces Nancy Juarez and Linda Schmitt, and nephews Dave Harbeck
and Bob Harbeck.
And Kathy is also survived by us, her deeply cherished friends and colleagues in the Society
for the Study of Symbolic Interaction which was clearly at the center of her intellectual,
professional and also personal lives. I can imagine her mentor into the SSSI Carl Couch grumpily
intoning, “She was a damn good interactionist.” 12 She really was, and we shall miss her so very
much.
Adele E. Clarke, Professor Emerita, U.C., San Francisco
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This photo was taken at meetings of the British Sociological Association where Kathy gave the invited Plenary
Address, “The Power and Potential of Grounded Theory for Medical Sociologists,” Medical Sociology Annual
Conference, University of Leicester, September 5, 2012.
For obituaries to date, see Morse (2020), Clarke (2021), and Social Science Space (2020). On her own life, see
Charmaz (2009b, 2012b). Her Wiki url is: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kathy_Charmaz . See also two
interviews with Kathy: Puddephatt (2006) and Charmaz & Keller (2016).
This theme, which can only be sketched here, will be further elaborated in my contribution to Kathy’s
Festschrift to appear in Studies in Symbolic Interaction, likely in 2022 or 3.
See note #2.
This picture was likely taken early 1970s. We used it as the cover of the Program for the 50th Anniversary
Celebration of the UCSF Doctoral Program in Sociology, where Kathy was also a keynote speaker.
See Strauss (1996).
For her later reflections on this work, see Charmaz (2009b).
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In California, state colleges and universities were initially highly tiered, with UCs having master’s and doctoral
programs in most departments, while state colleges had neither. Gradually, some state colleges became
universities with Masters’ degrees in limited subject areas, currently expanding. Sonoma State College became
a University in 1978. As far as I can tell, there are still no degree-granting graduate programs in the Sociology
Department at Sonoma State.
Kathy was defending Strauss’s contributions and interactionist legacy against claims by Barney Glaser that he
and he alone had “really” created and since developed the only “pure” version of GT (e.g., Glaser 1992, 1998).
This picture accompanied a brief obituary of Kathy; see Social Science Space (2020).
Only one of these tapes was transcribed and one is missing. Eventually I will deliver all I have to the UCSF
Archive with other original Strauss materials.
On the importance of Carl Couch to Kathy’s early SSSI experiences, see Charmaz (2012b: 69). My experiences of
his welcoming me were quite similar.
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